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Single Molecule Fluorescence-Force Analysis of DNA and Nucleosome
Taekjip Ha.
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, USA.
We developed single molecule instruments that can image single flurophores as
a function of force applied to DNA. This allowed us to probe the local structural
changes of a single nucleosome as a function induced by an external force. We
also developed a simple single molecule cyclization assay that can probe the
flexibility of sub-hundred base pair DNA. I will summarize our current under-
standing of how sequence dependent flexibility of DNA can influence the
dynamics and mechanical stability of a nucleosome.
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High-SpeedMeasurements of Twist, Torque, and Extension using AuRBT:
Method and Applications to DNA Physics and Nucleoprotein Dynamics
Paul M. Lebel, Zev Bryant.
Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA.
Simultaneous measurements of DNA twist and extension have been used to
measure physical properties of the double helix and to characterize structural
dynamics and mechanochemistry in nucleoprotein complexes [1-3]. However,
the spatiotemporal resolution of twist measurements has been limited by the use
of angular probes with large rotational drags, preventing the detection of short-
lived intermediates or small angular steps. Using gold rotor bead tracking
(AuRBT), we have now achieved >100X improvements in time resolution
relative to previous techniques [1-3]. AuRBT employs gold nanoparticles as
bright low-drag rotational and extensional probes, relying on new instrumenta-
tion that combines magnetic tweezers with objective-side evanescent darkfield
microscopy. We have tested our methodology with benchmark measurements
of DNA physical properties, and have implemented RBT torque spectroscopy
[1,4] with gold probes to achieve large improvements in Brownian-limited
torque resolution. Finally, we have used AuRBT to observe the structural
dynamics of DNA gyrase, examining conformational transitions at previously
inaccessible [2] timescales.
[1] Bryant, Z. et al. (2012) Curr Opin Struct Biol 22, 304-12.
[2] Basu, A. et al. (2012) Nat Struct Mol Biol 19, 538-46.
[3] Lipfert, J., Wiggin, M. et al. (2011) Nat Commun 2, 439.
[4] Oberstrass, F.C. et al. (2012) PNAS 109, 6106-11.
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Single Molecule Mechanical Measurements using 3D DNA-Origami
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1BIOTEC, Technische Universita¨t Dresden, Dresden, Germany,
2Ludwig-Maximilians-Universita¨t Munich, Munich, Germany.
The recent development of the origami technique has revolutionized
DNA-based assembly by allowing the synthesis of arbitrarily shaped and
sub-micrometer sized two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) archi-
tectures with atomic precision. Such structures offer great potential for the
development of nanomechanical elements, mediators and sensors, since by
varying the structure design mechanical elements with tuneable mechanical
properties could be fabricated. Here we present direct mechanical measure-
ments on single DNA origami objects. We show how such structures can be rig-
idly interfaced with surfaces and characterize their bending and torsional
rigidities. Based on this, a model that can describe the mechanical properties
of DNA-Origami nanostructures is presented. Using our knowledge about
DNA origami mechanics we designed new assays for fast torque measurements
on single DNA molecules. First results on the realization of such assays in
which the origami structure serves as a torsional spring and a so-called rotor
bead as a twist reporter are presented.
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Biomolecular Processes under Torque
Michelle D. Wang.
Department of Physics, Cornell University, Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, Ithaca, NY, USA.
Due to the double helical nature of DNA, motor proteins that translocate along
DNA may have to rotate around the DNA helical axis. For example, during
transcription, the translocation of RNA polymerase along the double helical
DNA will generate torque that introduces (þ) supercoils in front and (-) super-
coils behind. Torque introduced by motor proteins is an essential regulatory
factor in biology; however direct measurements of torque have proven to be
challenging. To meet this challenge, we have developed an angular optical trap-ping (AOT) instrument that permits direct and simultaneous measurements of
force and torque. I will discuss our recent efforts in using the AOT to directly
measure the torques involved in biomolecular processes.
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DNA Rotation during Viral Packaging Reveals Motor Mechanism and
Genome Organization
Craig L. Hetherington1, Aathavan Karunakaran2, Joerg Schnitzbauer2,
Paul Jardine3, Shelley Grimes3, Carlos Bustamante4.
1Physics, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA, 2UC San Francisco,
San Francisco, CA, USA, 3University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA,
4UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA.
Herpesviruses, adenoviruses and some bacteriophages package their genomes
into pre-formed capsids. Bacteriophage 429 compacts its genome via
a homo-pentameric-ring ATPase that translocates the DNA in 10-bp bursts
comprised of four substeps. The details of the organization of the packaged
DNA and motor mechanism remain unsolved. Using an optical tweezers
rotor-bead method, we find that the DNA outside the capsid rotates in the
left-handed sense during packaging, thereby forming within the capsid
a right-handed supercoil. Moreover, the motor rotates the molecule by
1.5/bp even if the capsid has been ruptured and the DNA is not confined.
We propose that through this rotation the motor ensures that one of the subunits
makes a regulatory DNA phosphate contact every 10 basepairs. This contact
assigns that subunit a non-translocating role, thus breaking the motor’s pen-
tameric symmetry to generate only four substeps in each cycle. Our experiment
demonstrates the potential of full three-dimensional tracking of the DNA pro-
vide unprecedented insight into the details of enzymatic function.
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Torque and Dynamics of Linking Number Relaxation in Stretched Super-
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John F. Marko, PhD1, Sebastien Neukirch2.
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Single-DNA micromanipulation experiments have been able to control DNA
twist since the seminal ‘‘magnetic tweezers’’ work of Strick et al. (Science
271, 1835, 1996). However, precise measurements of DNA torque have only
become available over the past few years. I will discuss a few of the interesting
features of DNA torque as a function of DNA twisting, including: torque ‘‘over-
shoots’’ observed at the DNA ‘‘buckling transition’’ at the onset of plectonemic
supercoiling first observed by Forth et al. (Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 148301, 2008)
and analyzed theoretically by Daniels et al. (Phys. Rev. E 80, 040901, 2009);
non-constant torque following buckling associated with formation of multiple
plectonemes; and the torque-twist response associated with the torque-force
‘‘phase diagram’’ which accounts for the dramatic structural reorganizations
of the double helix that occur when it is placed under large amounts of stress.
I will also discuss the dynamics of relaxation of torsional stress in DNA by top-
oisomerases and serine recombinases. Those enzymes appear to act as sources
of rotational friction, slowing relaxation of torsional stress, as first shown by
N. Dekker and colleagues in experiments on topo IB. Our group has used the
same approach in experiments which observed a rotational strand exchange
mechanism during site-specific recombination by serine recombinases; those
enzymes have a large putative rotating surface, and display a larger amount
of rotational friction than type I topoisomerases.
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Probing the Response of Double-Stranded RNA to Force and Torque at the
Single-Molecule Level
Jan Lipfert, Dr1, Gary M. Skinner2, Johannes Keegstra2, Toivo Hensgens2,
Tessa Jager2, David Dulin2, Serge Donkers2, Nynke H. Dekker2.
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Double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) plays a number of roles in biological processes
in which it often encounters mechanical strain; examples include the packaging
of dsRNA viral genomes, deformations of the ribosome during translation, and
conformational changes of RNAs while folding or due to interactions with pro-
teins. While the response of dsDNA to applied forces and torques has been
measured with exquisite precision, much less is known about dsRNA.
We have developed a labeling method that allows us to generate fully double-
stranded RNA constructs carrying multiple biotin and digoxigenin labels at
opposite ends. Using the functionalized dsRNA constructs in a range of a com-
plementary magnetic tweezers assays [1,2,3], we have probed the elastic prop-
erties of dsRNA and determined force and torque induced structural transitions
that go beyond linear response behavior.
From the force-extension response, we have determined the bending persis-
tence length and the stretch (or Young’s) modulus of dsRNA and find values
